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BTS have been stealing our hearts from the get-go with their
charisma, energy, lyrics. and of course, their beautiful faces. Whether
your bias is RM, Jin, V, J-Hope Jungkook, Suga, or Jimin, the OT7 all
have our hearts. We can count on BTS to bring us endless amounts of
joy and make us swoon.

Their Cover Of ‘Fix You’

We all love Coldplay and their version is beautiful. But BTS’ cover is just

breathtaking, giving us goosebumps and bringing tears to our eyes. This

version truly has our hearts. Let’s not forget their other beautiful,

swoon-worthy covers like I’ll Be Missing You, Jungkook's cover of Harry Styles’

https://youtu.be/EN5Ga6OMwhA


Falling, and JK’s cover of 1000 Hours. We can’t wait to hear what they cover

next!

Breaking Gender Roles

BTS have been blurring the lines between masculinity and femininity. The way

BTS expresses gender in their music and art is multifaceted, from using

gender-neutral language to breaking down cultural barriers. BTS illustrated the

importance of loving yourself beyond the physical. A part of owning your

identity is also owning the many ways you express yourself.

They have redefined masculinity in many ways, the most obvious one being

the way they present themselves. In their performances, photoshoots, and

award ceremonies, they regularly wear what is seen as typically “women’s

clothing” and accessories that are deemed to be “feminine,” such as corsets,

chokers and necklaces, dangly earrings, bracelets, and decorative rings. It’s a

subtle but prominent message in their fashion choices: You should have the

freedom and fluidity to wear whatever you want, regardless of gender.

Pied Piper

This track may be about fan culture but their vocals are *chefs kiss*. BTS

grace themselves as an alluring danger that is “taking over you” and the lyric

“I’m here to save you, I’m here to ruin you” hits every time. It is a seduction, a

scolding, a confession, an apology, and a warning, all in one and it executes all

aspects flawlessly. You will find us listening to this on repeat!

Their Outfits

BTS model vibes! We all know BTS look good in everything because, let’s be

honest here, they are the best-dressed band in the world. They know how to

https://youtu.be/22VOzqS_9ms
https://thehoneypop.com/2021/12/01/8-shining-moments-from-bts-permission-to-dance-on-stage/
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serve and give us their best looks while giving toxic masculinity the finger. The

world is truly BTS’ catwalk.
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Songs Dedicated To ARMY

BTS’ love for ARMY is clear in everything they do. As their Love Yourself era

highlighted ARMY looking to BTS for self-acceptance and that hasn’t changed.

‘Magic Shop,’ ‘Best of Me,’ ‘Crystal Snow,’ ‘Lights,’ ‘Mikrokosmos,’ and more,

contain messages to their dedicated fan base, our hearts are melting.

Their Activism



They have stood up for rights to good education, against racism, climate

change, and more. They all donate money to various charities and

organisations that don’t have a lot of resources. These seven men not only

have good charitable hearts but they always stand up for what they believe in,

they truly care about others, and what is more attractive than that?

BONUS: How They All Look After Each Other

We can’t forget about how selfless and caring towards each other they all are,

it’s enough to make a cold heart melt. They are all affectionate and protect

one another and we can’t help but swoon. They are not afraid to hold hands

and comfort each other. Can we get a Bangtan hug over here!?

What BTS moments make you swoon and fall in love with them?


